Topographic mapping skills
A topographic map shows the varying shapes, heights and slopes of a landscape using contour lines .That’s why they
are so useful for bushwalking, property mapping and even town planning. Contours are lines that connect points at the
same height above sea level and are plotted using vertical aerial photographs. The closer these contours are — the
steeper the gradient. However, the height difference between one line and the next is always the same throughout the
map. This is called the contour interval and on the map overleaf it is 50 metres. Topographic maps are included on the
pages of sources listed in the References.
Topographic maps also detail both the natural and human features of a landscape. Natural features include forests,
rivers, lakes, mangroves, mountains and beaches while human features include roads, ridges, fences, buildings, parks,
railways and mines. Topographic maps use conventional symbols to represent all these elements and their meanings are
explained in the map key or legend. Different colours are also used to indicate certain objects. For example: brown is
used for natural features including contours and ridges; blue is used for all water and river features; green is used for
vegetation and ground cover; and black and red are used for human features such as roads, railways and buildings.
Finally, topographic maps are overprinted with grid lines to help us locate the different places. These vertical and
horizontal lines are all given two-digit numbers in the map margins called area references. The lines running up and
down the map (north/south) are called eastings because the numbers increase the further east they are. The lines
running across the map horizontally (east/west)are called northings because the numbers increase the further north they
are. In an area reference, the eastings are given first then the northings, making a four-figure number. For example,
point H on the map overleaf is roughly located at AR4354. The letters AR stand for Area Reference.
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